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ABSTRACT
Query Auto-Completion(QAC), as an important part of the mod-
ern search engine, plays a key role in complementing user queries
and helping them refine their search intentions. Today’s QAC sys-
tems in real-world scenarios face two major challenges:1)intention
equivocality(IE): during the user’s typing process, the prefix often
contains a combination of characters and subwords, which makes
the current intention ambiguous and difficult to model.2)intention
transfer (IT):previous works make personalized recommendations
based on users’ historical sequences, but ignore the search intention
transfer.However, the current intention extracted from prefix may
be contrary to the historical preferences.

In this work, we propose a neural framework called SIN (short for
Search IntentionNetwork) to address these two issues.Specifically,SIN
integrates different types of preferences in user behaviors and the
current search intention to explicitly distinguish their real interests.
Then,Transformer-based multi-view sequence modeling is intro-
duced to exploit diverse behavior sequences with reformulation
technique. For IE problem,Transformer encoder is applied to dis-
till local information feeded by convolutional neural network to
learn equivocal intention representation.For IT problem, inspired
by the intuition that the space distance between encoded vectors
indicates the transfer of search intention, an interest evolution net-
work is designed to measure users’ interest transfer.SIN has been
deployed on the online search engine in 1688 website for more than
3 months.Public experimental results and long-term online A/B
testing results prove that SIN is superior to other competitive main-
stream models.Further studies on real-world scenarios confirm that
SIN can solve and IE and IT problems effectively and efficiently.

1 INTRODUCTION
As people’s requirements for information retrieval increase, search
engines apply powerful query auto-completion(QAC) services to
provide a ranked list of query suggestions for users to match their
intentions.When users type in the search box, QACwill immediately
provide a list of recommended queries starting with the prefix,
which greatly saves users’ search time cost and influences the search
results[3].The performance of QAC has a decisive impact on the
search ranking results, affecting the users’ search experience and
platform revenue. Therefore, QAC system has always been the
∗Both authors contributed equally to this research.
†Both authors contributed equally to this research.

focus of academic and industrial research,such as e-commerce site
and social platform.

Generally, in search engines, traditional QAC system follows a
two-stage method: matching and ranking. In the matching phase,
a sufficient number of candidate queries matching the prefix are
recalled from the history log. In the ranking stage,the candidate
historical frequency features[3, 24, 45] and semantic features[22,
32, 44] are used to obtain the final list ranking order. Finally, due to
the limitation of display space, several top ranked candidates will
be provided to users.

Recently, inspired by the successful application of neural net-
work(NN) in natural language processing(NLP) and recommenda-
tion system(RS) tasks, methods based on neural network are widely
used in QAC systems.NN-based QAC methods can be classified into
two categories: query generation QAC methods(GEN-QAC)[12, 35]
and CTR prediction QAC methods(CTR-QAC)[32, 44, 49]. GEN-
QAC generally focuses on problems of predicting unseen queries
and adopts enhanced structures of sequence-to-sequence(seq2seq)
to generate queries based on the prefix.CTR-QAC tackles prefix
or suffix matching problems in the matching stage, and considers
semantic correlation and complicated feature interactions in the
ranking stage. In e-commerce, for QAC systems, candidates have
many real-world scenario restrictions and are usually limited to
a prepared fixed candidate query pool. Therefore, compared with
GEN-QAC, CTR-QAC is more flexible and more commonly used in
e-commerce sites.

Early works of CTR-QAC systems utilize statistical features such
as query frequency in historical logs for candidate ranking,but lacks
semantic understanding[3].Methods based on neural network are
introduced into QAC systems to solve the problems of semantic
understanding and sequence modeling. In the ranking stage, con-
volutional latent semantic model (CLSM) measures the semantic
distance between prefix and suffix, and its performance is much
better than the population-based baseline [32].Unnormalized lan-
guage modeling is applied to model the coherence between a word
and its previous sequence in candidate ranking[44].Recent works
have begun to explore how to improve the user experience by per-
sonalizing QAC in similar ways.A transformer based multi-view
multi-task framework has been used to generate and rank[49]. After
obtaining user sequential behavior representations using behavior
level encoder and context level encoder, a CTR prediction and a
query generation model are jointly trained in a unified framework
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by sharing the encoder part.In short, the aforementioned works
commonly concentrate more on user recent behaviors and semantic
learning, and are not capable of fully mining intention transfer to
accurately estimate their current interests.

We claim that intention understanding is the key in QAC sys-
tems. Generally, user intention includes three parts: user historical
intention extracted from user historical behavior sequence, user
current intention extracted from user current search prefix, and in-
tention transfer between the above.In this work, we are committed
to solving two major problems: 1) intention equivocality(IE) and
2)intention transfer (IT).

• IE:Understanding users’ current activated core intentions is
the key to IT modeling and prefix semantic representation.
However,when users type in the search box character by
character, QAC systems should suggest personalized candi-
date query list for the input prefix on each new key stroke,
hence in user typing process the prefix is often very short and
composed of sub-words or chars, and the intention behind
prefix is not clear[5].Therefore,prefix intention understand-
ing poses a challenge to today’s QAC system.

• IT:It is of great importance for QAC to be able to distinguish
subtle differences between users’ evolving intentions[8]. For
example, “grid-shape dress” is a specific query of “dress”,but
the former represents the user’s detailed search preference
for “grid shape”,the contained information may be com-
pletely different from the user’s historical shopping inter-
ests.However,existing studies ignore the capture of IT, which
leads to QAC’s inability to truly perceive users’ real-time
intention.

In this paper, Search Intention Network (SIN) is proposed to
address these challenges. In e-commerce, users have a variety of
interaction behavior sequences, including searched queries, clicked
items,purchased items and so on. For each view, the transformer
based encoder is performed to capture user patterns in their his-
torical sequences, in which the reformulation technique [25] can
better extract the user’s short-term activated intention. Further-
more, a candidate to history attention mechanism is introduced
to assign time-decaying weights to historically interacted items
and queries. On the other hand, in order to address the problem
of intention equivocality(IE), we utilize a convolutional neural net-
work to extract local dependencies from character embeddings, and
then use transformer to obtain prefix representation.Last but not
least, for the modeling of intention transfer(IT), attention mecha-
nism of prefix to multi-view historical sequence obtains the overall
representation of the historical behavior sequence from multiple
perspectives, and the cosine distance between the current intention
and the historical intention illustrates the intention transfer.

In summary, the contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

• We point out the limitations of previous studies on users’
intention equivocality and intention transfer.Further, we ex-
plain their great significance and practical value for QAC
systems and declare the modeling coverage of user inten-
tion in QAC systems,in which flexible and explainable con-
cept representations can benefit the learning of how users

evolve their intentions along search behaviors for query
auto-completion.

• We propose the framework SIN for user intention under-
standing to address the above problems.More specifically,based
on the accurate modeling of historical preferences and cur-
rent intention, interest evolution module enable the oppor-
tunity to predict the intention transfer in adjacent search
periods.SIN greatly refines the intention representation and
better captures various characteristics of user interests.

• Extensive experiments are conducted on publicly available
AOL search engine logs and 1688 online search logs. The
experimental results demonstrate that SIN achieve superior
performance compared with state-of-the-art methods.SIN
has been deployed into commercial search engines, and on-
line A/B testing results show significant business improve-
ment brought by SIN.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Query Auto-Completion and Suggestion
To better meet user information requirements, search engines are
equipped with sophisticated query auto-completion and query
suggestion services. Early related works focused on the statisti-
cal frequency and co-occurrence. Association rules[14] and co-
occurrence information [13, 20] can be mined for generating lists
of related queries in query suggestion. The traditional strategy
Most Popular Completion (MPC) ranks candidate query accord-
ing to its popularity in history search log[32].Inspired by the suc-
cessful and wide application of neural networks,recurrent neural
network(RNN)[12, 30, 44], convolutional neural network(CNN)[32]
and language model(LM)[44] are used in the ranking stage of
query auto-completion. To better understand users’ search inten-
tion, recent work has focused on modeling fine-grained represen-
tations of users’ historical knowledge through neural networks.A
variety of information can be applied to enhance the understand-
ing of user intents behind the query, such as context and search
session information[25, 46, 48],personalization[1, 4, 56], and user
behaviors[19, 33].In our work, besides learning the representation
of user interests from historical behaviors, we shed light on the
transfer and representation of user’s intention, and explore how to
represent the user’s incomplete intention.

2.2 Sequential Recommendation
In contemporary search engines, such as Google and 1688, sequen-
tial recommendation can help search engines understand user pref-
erences and make personalized recommendations. According to
the survey[9, 10], transaction-based sequential recommendation
is a general modeling method. In e-commerce, sequential recom-
mendation extracts the user intention based on various user his-
torical behaviors, and recommends items or services which are
consistent with user preferences.Sequence modeling methods in-
clude Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)[43], RNN[11, 17], CNN[39] and
transformer-based models[47, 53],attention mechanism is often
used to select the most important part of the historical sequence[28,
52, 57]. Different from previous work, we design a new hierarchical
transformer-based encoder with reformulation technique, which
performs better than traditional RNN-based models.
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2.3 Word Representation Learning
Word representation is the key to many NLP problems[7, 15, 37, 54].
Traditional word representation relies on distributed hypothesis[16]
and induce representations from large unlabeled corpora using
word co-occurrence statistics[29, 58]. Due to the limitation of learn-
ing beyond distribution information and fixed vocabulary, recent
works[2, 6, 29, 34, 55] focus on subword level information extrac-
tion, including characters, character n-grams and morphemes. Our
work is more related to n-gram-based character information extrac-
tion task. We study how to encode text on n-gram character level,
and obtain the representation of user’s search intention using CNN
and Transformers.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we define the objective of this paper.Assumed that
current prefix entered in the search input box is 𝑝 .Generally, a user
has 𝑁 kinds of sequential interaction sequences(i.e.,browsed item
sequences, searched query sequences, clicked item sequences, pur-
chased item sequences, and so on.). Among them, the 𝑘-th sequence
𝑠𝑘 can be recorded as 𝑏𝑘1 , 𝑏

𝑘
2 , 𝑏

𝑘
3 ,...,𝑏

𝑘
𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑘and 𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑘 is the length of

the 𝑘-th sequence.
Based on the above information, given the candidate set set 𝐶

prefixed by 𝑝 , the objective of SIN in this paper is to estimate the
probability of each candidate query 𝑞 in𝐶 being clicked by the user,
so as to determine the ranking order of the user’s drop-down list
according to the click probability.We further define the conditional
probability for 𝑞 as follows:

𝑝 (𝑞 |𝑝; 𝑠1; 𝑠2; ...; 𝑠𝑁 ) (1)

4 SEARCH INTENTION NETWORK
4.1 Overall Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, SIN is mainly composed of five parts, in-
cluding 1)an encoder part for candidate query,which is the seman-
tic representation of the candidate query and also used to redis-
tribute weights on the historical behaviors in the context-level
attention mechanism; 2)an encoder part for prefix, which repre-
sents the user’s current search intent via a character-level view;
3)an attention-based historical intention reformulation encoder,
which wraps multiple search behavior sequence into a historical
search intention vector using a context-level transformer encoder
based on reformulation representations derived from transformer
outputs; 4)a search intention evolution inferencer, which represents
the transfer between the user’s current search intention and the
past; 5)and finally a prediction layer to model multiple pooled en-
hanced interest signals via MLP,and then predict the probability
that current candidate query being clicked.Next, we introduce each
of the modules one by one.

4.2 Candidate Query Transformer Encoder
In SIN, we use transformer to encode all text sequences.Traditional
recurrent and convolutional models have limited receptive field and
limited model capacity[18],Transformers solve the above problems
with the self-attention mechanism and are widely used for process-
ing textual input in many NLP tasks.As in [41],we inject positional
embeddings into the input query embeddings at the bottoms of the

stacked transformer layers,where we have 𝐵 blocks of self-attention
layers and point-wise feed-forward layers, where each layer extracts
features and relationships for each time step based on the previous
layer’s outputs. We omit a detailed description of the Transformer
model for brevity. The detail is identical to the Transformer encoder
used in the original paper ([41]). Finally,conventional max pooling
is applied to obtain the representation vector of candidate query.

4.3 Present Search Intention Encoder
In real-life search scenarios, the prefix entered by the user has
the characteristics of incomplete spelling, short length, and am-
biguous intent. However,most existing studies ignore users’ incom-
pleted intentions,in this section, considering the incompleteness
of the prefix and the difficulty of dealing with Out-Of-Vocabulary
(OOV) words,we utilize a convolutional network to extract local
dependencies from character embeddings and downstream apply a
transformer to construct these segmented embeddings.

Specifically,for character-level convolutional neural network,let
𝑉 be the vocabulary of characters, 𝑑 be the dimensionality of
character embeddings,and matrix character embeddings can be
denoted as E ∈ R𝑑×|𝑉 | . Suppose the prefix is made up of a se-
quence of character[𝑐1,...,𝑐𝑙 ],where 𝑙 is the length of prefix.Then
the character-level representation of prefix is given by the matrix
M ∈ R𝑑×𝑙 ,where the j-th column corresponds to the character
embedding for 𝑐 𝑗 (the 𝑐 𝑗 -th column of E).As in [13],a narrow con-
volution between M and a kernel(or filter) K ∈ R𝑑×𝑤 of width
𝑤 followed by a nonlinearity operation is applied to to obtain a
feature map f ∈ R𝑙−𝑤+1.Specifically, the 𝑖-th element of f f is given
by:

𝒇 [𝑖] = tanh(⟨M[∗, i : i +w − 1],K⟩ + b) (2)

whereM[∗, 𝑖 : 𝑖 +𝑤 − 1] is the 𝑖-to-(𝑖 +𝑤 − 1)-th column ofM and
⟨A,B⟩ = Tr(AB𝑇 ) is the Frobenius inner product. Finally, we take
the max-over-time

𝒚 = max
𝑖

𝒇 [𝑖] (3)

as the feature corresponding to the kernel K.Our CharCNN uses
multiple kernels of varying widths to obtain the feature vector
for prefix.So if we have a total of 𝑘 kernels 𝑲1,𝑲2,...,𝑲𝒌 , then
the input representation of char-level prefix can be denoted as
[𝒚1,𝒚2,...,𝒚𝒌 ].Lastly,we feed the sequence of the processed char-
level information into a second stacked Transformer layer to obtain
the representation of the whole prefix 𝑝 .

4.4 Attention-based Historical Intention
Reformulation Encoder

To obtain the user historical perference, a variety of user sequences
are used for modeling to obtain the intention expression of users
from different perspectives. Suppose that the user has 𝑁 behav-
ior sequences.Generally,a historical sequence can be recorded as
< 𝑏1, 𝑏2,..., 𝑏𝑛 >, which is in the text form. First, we encode each
element in the sequence into a dense vector, which is built upon a
transformer encoder and the traditional max pooling strategy as
processed in section 4.2. Modeling query reformulation behavior
has been proved to play an important role in understanding users’
historical intention and intention transfer[8].Here, we adopt simple
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Figure 1: The schema of the proposed Search Intention Network (SIN).Followed by distilling information from the candidate
query(1),entered prefix (2) and N kinds of user behavior sequences(3),SIN captures interest evolution between historical
perference patterns and currently activated core interest(4),and finally conducts the CTR prediction task(5).

linear operations to represent reformulations of adjacent behav-
iors, we define behavior-to-behavior reformulation as follows: The
reformulation 𝒔𝒊 from 𝒃𝒊−1 to 𝒃𝒊 is defined as

𝒔𝒊 = 𝒕𝒊 − 𝒕𝒊−1 (4)

Where 𝒕𝒊 is the transformer layer output of 𝒃𝒊 . Simple linear opera-
tion helps SIN understand the changes between behaviors and facil-
itate the context-level encoder to learn the context information[31,
36].Downstream, we concatenate the results of the linear operation
𝒔𝒊 and transformer 𝒕𝒊 at each time step and feed them to the full
connection layer to get the final representation of the behavior
level 𝒓 𝒊 ,which can be defined as:

𝒓 𝒊 = ReLU(𝝍ts (𝒕𝒊 | |𝒔𝒊)) (5)

where 𝝍𝑡𝑠 (·) is the fully connected layer,ReLU(·) is the activation
function for the hidden layer,and || is the concatenation opera-
tor.Then, the context-level Transformer encoder is used to learn
the knowledge of context level,which models the user’s historical
search intention sequence. Since the importance of different search
intents under the current intent is different, we introduce the atten-
tion mechanism to learn the weight of different intents in historical
behavior, in which the key is the candidate query.Specifically,after
passing through the context-level Transformer encoder, the output
of each behavior 𝒄𝑖 will first pass through the fully connected layer,

and then the similarity with the key is calculated to obtain the
alignment importance 𝛼𝑖 of current 𝒄𝑖 . The calculation formula is
as follows:

𝒇𝒊 = tanh(𝝍c (𝒄 𝒊)) (6)

𝛼𝑝𝑖 =
exp(𝒇𝒊T𝒒)∑𝑛

𝑧=1 exp(𝒇𝒛
T𝒒)

(7)

wher 𝝍𝑐 is the fully connected layer, and the activation function
is tanh.𝑞 is the output of transformer encoder for the candidate
query, which is used to measure the importance of star behavior in
the historical sequence. Here, a simple inner product calculation
is applied to measure the similarity between vectors, and then the
softmax function computes the importance of 𝒇𝒊 in the historical
sequence for the current candidate query 𝑞.

Finally, for each user’s behavior sequence,the search intention
for can be represented as the weighted sum of the context-level
transformer encoder outputs 𝒉 as follows:

𝒉 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑝𝑖 𝒄 𝒊 (8)

4.5 Search Intent Evolution Inferencer
After obtaining the prefix expression 𝑝 and encoded user historical
behavior sequences [𝒉1,𝒉2,...,𝒉𝑵 ], we need to model the intention
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transformation based on a large number of historical sequences and
current intention. Firstly, in order to obtain the overall historical
intention of the user, we implement the attention mechanism to
calculate importance factors of different historical sequences on the
real-time intention 𝑝 .Then weighted sum of the historical sequence
is calculated to obtain the historical expression ˜𝒉. The attention
scores between the real-time intention and the 𝑖-th historical se-
quence is then given by

𝛼𝑒𝑖 =
exp(𝒉𝒊T𝒑)∑𝑁

𝑧=1 exp(𝒉𝒛
T𝒑)

(9)

We then obtain a refined, high-level historical perference vector ˜𝒉
by performing a linear combination of the original vectors as

˜𝒉 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑒𝑖𝒉𝒊 (10)

To further model the transfer between historical intention and
current user intention, the evolution layer is introduced to measure
the difference between ˜𝒉 and 𝒑. Specifically, it is calculated as:

𝒆 = ReLU(˜𝒉 − 𝒑 | |˜𝒉 ∗ 𝒑 | |cosine(˜𝒉,𝒑)) (11)

where || represents concatenation operation.Here,cosine(˜𝒉,𝒑) is
defined as:

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 (˜𝒉,𝒑) =
˜𝒉
T
𝒑

∥˜𝒉∥∥𝒑∥
(12)

where | | · | | is the Frobenius norm[40].

4.6 Prediction and optimization
Lastly, all the vectors are concatenated together to obtain the overall
representation vector for the instance.Given the dense concatenated
vector, fully connected layers are used to learn the combination of
features automatically. A three-layer feedforward neural network
is used as the prediction function to estimate the probability of the
user clicking candidate query at the next moment, and all baselines
in section 5 will share this prediction function.

𝑝 (x) = Predict(𝒉1 | |𝒉2 | |· · · | |𝒉𝑵 | |𝒑 | |𝒆 | |𝒒) (13)

where || represents concatenation operation,x is the input of the net-
work and 𝑝 (𝑥) is the output of the network after the softmax layer,
representing the predicted probability of sample x being clicked.The
objective function used in SIN is the negative log-likelihood func-
tion with a L2 regularization term to prevent over-fitting, which is
defined as:

𝑳 = − 1
|𝑄 |

∑︁
(x,𝑦) ∈𝑄

(𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝 (x) + (1−𝑦)𝑙𝑜𝑔(1− 𝑝 (x))) + 𝜆∥Θ∥2 (14)

𝑄 is the set of samples in the training dataset, |𝑄 | is the total number
of samples in the set,and 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth label.Θ
denotes the set of trainable parameters and 𝜆 controls the penalty
strength.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our proposed algorithm, Seatch Inten-
tion Network (SIN) with other state-of-the-art algorithms on two
real-world datasets and online A/B testing. Experimental details

include datasets, strong baseline methods, results, and discussions
across several important dimensions.

5.1 Datasets and Experimental Setup
A large number of experiments were performed on the public data
set AOL data set and a real-world dataset collected from the 1688
search log to evaluate our proposed method.

5.1.1 AOL search logs. As the largest available search log, AOL
search logs are widely used in related academic research on query
auto completion and related studies[3, 21, 23, 32, 35, 44, 50, 51].The
AOL search log contains three months of website search logs from
1 March, 2006 to 31 May, 2006. Keeping consistent with existing
studies [32, 44], rare queries with a frequency of less than 3 and
empty queries are removed. All the data from 1 March, 2006 to 30
April, 2006 are used as the background data, with the following
two weeks as training data, and each of the following two weeks
as validation and test data.This results in 14.05 million background
queries, 3.50 million training queries, 1.39 million validation queries,
and 1.73 million test queries.

5.1.2 1688 Dataset. In real industrial applications, QAC models are
usually trained using real prefix-query pairs collected from online
search log, in which the clicked query after the user enters the prefix
is regarded as a positive sample and the rest is regarded as negative
samples[49]. Due to the lack of prefix-query click behaviors in AOL
query log datasets, we further conduct experiments on a large-scale
query log dataset collected from 16881,the largest B2B (Business-to-
Business) e-commerce platform in China.Compared with existing
AOL query log datasets, 1688 dataset has rich real prefix-to-query
click behaviors.Consistent with online large-scale QAC systems,
personalization and intention modeling are the key for better model
performance in 1688 dataset.

We collected traffic logs from the online query auto-completion
system in 1688 website between July 1, 2023 and July 13, 2023,of
which first 10 days of data is used for training,5,000,000 logs sampled
from July 11, 2023 are used for validation, and the other logs are
used for testing. We normalize all the queries in the dataset by
removing any punctuation characters and ensure rationality in
e-commerce.Finally, we have 22.11 million training queries, 3.51
million validation queries,and 8.74 million test queries.

To further verify the performance of SIN in solving the problems
of IE and IT, we classify 1688 dataset into two categories:1) Non-
IE and IE: for prefix-query pairs in the test set, if the prefix does
not contain complete product-core words or modifiers, it indicates
that the search intention is incomplete and ambiguous, which is
recorded as IE, otherwise it is called Non-IE.2) Non-IT and IT:
Similarly, if the mapped item category of prefix is different from
the categories of historical queries (query category can be acquired
from 1688 search engine), or the word segmentation results of the
two belong to different categories,then such data is recorded as IT,
otherwise it is called Non-IT.Finally, 2.12 million IE pairs and 3.39
million IT pairs are collected for evaluation.

5.1.3 Implementation Details. SIN requires a significant number of
hyper-parameters to tune owing to the complex nature of training

1https://www.1688.com/
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pairs and usage of Transformers.Training details,model architecture
,text tokenization and user features details are shown in this section.

Training. We use Tensorflow2 for all our experiments and con-
duct all experiments on a server with 32-core Intel CPU and four
Nvidia GTX 1080 GPUs.The models are trained by minimizing the
negative conditional log-likelihood using the Adam optimizer[27]
with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and theNoamdecay schedule[38].
We monitor the model loss and MMR performance every 10K train-
ing iterations on the whole validtion dataset, and training will stop
whenever the monitored loss does not decrease or MMR does not
improve for 5 consecutive measurements.On AOL dataset we use a
batch size of 32 and on 1688 dataset we use a batch size of 128 for
efficiency.

Architecture. For the prefix CNN encoder,the filter width is cho-
sen as 1,2,3;and the mapped filter matrices number is 50,100,100.Un-
less otherwise stated,we use a hidden layer dimension of 128 in the
Transformer hidden layers and the prediction layers,in which ReLU
is chosen as the activation function;except the final layer,where we
use softmax to produce a probability-like distribution over class
predictions. The dimension of embedding vector is 32 and 64 for
prefix and complete queries, and the number of hidden neurons
for Transformers is set as 128.Output layers of MLP is set as 256 ×
128 × 64 × 2.Both the historical item and query sequence encod-
ing Transformers use 6 stacked Transformer layers and 8 attention
heads.The prefix and candidate Transformer encoder have 4 stacked
Transformer layers and 4 attention heads.

Tokenization and Features. Throughout our experiments,we use
the the Chinese word segmentation service provided by Aliyun3
to tokenize user queries and clicked item titles.After tokenization,
we truncate or use a [PAD] token to pad all sequences to 8 and 15
tokens for queries and item titles, as we found this length suffice for
97% of queries and 99% item titles,which provides a good trade-off
in MMR performance and efficiency. For AOL dataset,the previous
5 searched queries are acted as user historical sequences. For 1688
dataset, the previous 10 searched queries and 15 clicked item titles
are acted as user historical sequence,as we found this to be more
than enough(a detailed analysis is provided in Section 5.5).His-
torical popularity information is added to all models to enhance
performance.

5.1.4 Evaluation. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) score[42] is em-
ployed as the evaluation metric. Given the set of prefixes P in the
test dataset, let 𝑌 (𝑝) be a ranked list of queries prefixed by 𝑝 deter-
mined by a ranking method. We use 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑝 to denote the rank of
the first clicked query in 𝑌 (𝑝).Formally,

MRR =
1
𝑃

∑︁
(𝑝 ) ∈𝑃

1
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑝

(15)

Essentially, the MRR score summarizes the ranks of the first clicked
queries in the recommendation list.A larger score indicates that
the clicked query is ranked higher in the candidate list.To evaluate
statistical significance, we use paired student’s t-test (p<0.05) for
MMR evaluation in all cases.

2https://www.tensorflow.org/
3https://www.aliyun.com/

5.2 Competitive Baseline Methods
In this section, we evaluate the MRR performance of SIN against
the following state-of-the-art methods.

• MPC[3]:MostPopularCompletion(MPC) is a statistical model
based on historical frequency. Candidate queries are ranked
according to the frequency of appearance in historical logs.

• MCG[44].Based on the existing suffix matching method
[32],Maximum Context Generation(MCG) greedily match
the longest suffix to generate candidates.

• LightGBM[26]: LightGBM is a algorithm that is widely used
in industry. We represent the prefix, context and query candi-
date with Bag-of-Words (BoW) vectors to train a LightGBM
model.

• CLSM[32]: Convolutional latent semantic model(CLSM) ex-
tracts the n-gram information for the prefix and suffix after
corresponding embedding representation, and computes the
cosine similarity between the pooled prefix and suffix vector
to obtain the ranking score of the candidate query.

• ALE: Attention-based LSTM Encoder(ALE) is applied to se-
mantically represent user historical text sequences, prefix,
and candidates.And the attention mechanism is employed to
encode the search intention by reading multiple historical
sequences.

• ATE: Based on ALE model,Attention-based Tansformer En-
coder(ATE) utilizes Transformer instead of LSTM to repre-
sent the behavior sequence.

• M2A[49]: Multi-view Multi task framework(M2A) is one of
the state-of-the-art ranking models.A CTR prediction and a
query generation model are jointly trained in a unified frame-
work by sharing the encoder part.Here we only implement
the discriminative part ofM2Awithout extra generation task
or additional information.

5.3 Results on Offline Dataset
Table 1 shows the results onAOL dataset and 1688 dataset.Consistent
with the prior work, models are evaluated on seen and unseen
queries separately according to whether the query can be matched
in the background dataset.Moreover,similar experiments are con-
ducted on real-world IE and IT datasets to verify the model perfor-
mance on solving these challenging problems.

5.3.1 Results on AOL Dataset. For three traditional non-neural
methods, MCG prioritizes the generation of candidates that share
more context with the user input, and the result shows MCG is
able to expand more context in user input to generate candidates
with higher quality. LightGBM adds the Bag-of-Words vector and
historical features of query on the generation candidate set of MCG,
and the effect is further improved.

All neural ranking methods are performed on the top-ranked
candidates generated by MCG.For seen queries,since the construc-
tion of samples in AOL logs does not include any real prefix-query
click behaviors, the performance of personalized methods (includ-
ing ALE, ATE,M2A,SIN) that depend on user sequence is similar
to CLSM, indicating that the behavior sequence in AOL logs is not
the main factor to improve performance.On the other hand, neural
networks have greatly improved in unseen queries compared with
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Table 1: Model MRR performance comparison for seen/unseen,IE/Non-IE and IT/non-IT cases on AOL dataset and
1688 dataset.The bold values denote the best results and * denotes statistically significant results through a paired
t-test with p<0.05.

Method AOL 1688

Seen Unseen Seen Unseen IE Non-IE IT Non-IT

MPC 0.4521 0.0000 0.5212 0.0000 0.1917 0.1924 0.1974 0.1977
MCG 0.4544 0.2615 0.5235 0.4503 0.4825 0.4809 0.4811 0.4814
LightGBM 0.4551 0.2627 0.5329 0.4862 0.5011 0.5092 0.5159 0.5182

CLSM 0.4557 0.2791 0.5450 0.5011 0.5136 0.5248 0.5261 0.5290
ALE 0.4559∗ 0.2798 0.5790 0.5249 0.5391 0.5504 0.5292 0.5574
ATE 0.4559∗ 0.2802 0.5805 0.5284 0.5405 0.5539 0.5296 0.5575
𝑀2𝐴 0.4558 0.2801 0.5877∗ 0.5508 0.5637 0.5799∗ 0.5641 0.5812
SIN 0.4557∗ 0.2803∗ 0.5912∗ 0.5652∗ 0.5744∗ 0.5799∗ 0.5831∗ 0.5860∗

non-neural methods, indicating their strength in semantic under-
standing and modeling correlation between candidates and words
that are not used by MCG.

5.3.2 Results on 1688 Dataset. Due to the lack of user real-world
browsing and clicking records in AOL dataset, we further carry
out extensive experiments on 1688 offline logs.Compared with
AOL dataset, 1688 dataset contains a large number of real prefix-
query pairs and personalization plays a key role for better perfor-
mance.Looking at the ’Seen’ and ’Unseen’ column, firstly, LightGBM
captures additional query semantic information based on MCG gen-
eration candidates, therefore the effect is better than MCG and
MPC.Secondly,besides historical frequency, CLSM captures the se-
mantic correlation between prefix and candidate, and performs
better than these frequency-based method. Then the performance
of all personalized models is better than that of non-personalized
models, which proves the importance of user interest for inten-
tion modeling in 1688 dataset,this is also consistent with previous
studies[49]. Finally, for unseen queries, SIN is able to model the
transfer between prefix and historical behavior information, which
weakens the impact of the large semantic gap between prefix and
candidate query and achieves the best performance.

Looking at the ’IE’ column and ’IT’ column, we see that, the
MMR performance of SIN and all baselines significantly drops in
these challenging situations. However, SIN still significantly outper-
forms the competitive baseline methods in almost all cases.For the
IE/Non-IE cases,an interesting observation is made forM2A base-
line, M2A performs best in Non-IE cases ,which suggests that M2A
is able to handle usual cases. But M2A performs poorly on IE cases
with the lack of effective prefix modeling.Instead,SIN achieves the
best performance compared with these baselines in IE task.Another
notable observation is further made for IT cases, where SIN strug-
gles to capture user search intention shift, but still manages to
capture interest evolution and beats the M2A by 3.37% and CLSM
by 10.83%.

5.4 Ablation Study
5.4.1 Model Design. To further evaluate the impact of different
model components in SIN on solving IE and IT problems, the follow-
ing modules are separated and studied separately. 1)attention-based
historical intention reformulation encoder - H; 2)Search Intention

Table 2: Ablation study of the key designs.

Method 1688

IE Non-IE IT Non-IT

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑏 0.5386 0.5525 0.5306 0.5583
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑏 +𝐻 0.5725 0.5764 0.5749 0.5796

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑏 +𝐻 + 𝑆𝐸 0.5730 0.5769 0.5831 0.5843
𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑏 +𝐻 + 𝑃𝐼 0.5745 0.5792 0.5747 0.5827

𝑆𝐼𝑁 0.5744 0.5799 0.5831 0.5860

Evolution Inferencer -SE; 3)Present Search Intent encoder - PI
and basic transformer-based model -SINb that does not contain the
above components.Detailed MMR results for solving IE and IT prob-
lems by different components on the 1688 dataset are summarized
in Table 2.

Focusing on the detail of Table 2,first, adding historical encoder
H to SINb can not solve the above problems, but the effect is better
than the baseline model, which also proves that reformulation
technology is helpful to the modeling of user historical behavior
sequence.Secondly, Based on SINb structure, after adding SE and
PI respectively, the original network is endowed with the ability to
predict and understand the current intention, and the results show
their effectiveness. In summary, we conclude that the SIN model we
proposed can more effectively alleviate the above issues compared
with original network SINb.

5.4.2 Universality Study for Key Components. In this section, we
further show the universality of key components(see section 5.4.1)
by demonstrating the metrics of utilizing them for enhancing tra-
ditional competitive baseline models. To this end, we perform an
offline evaluation of CLSM,ATE and M2A with and without the
above components.Specifically,we compare the performance of
CLSM,ATE andM2A when adding H, SE and PI modules against
original models, and the results on 1688 dataset are shown in Figure
2.

The first observation is that the performance of H-added models
are similar with original models for both IE and IT problems, which
shows that only extracting historical features cannot address these
challenging problems effectively.The second observation is that
adding SE and PI modules on the baselines can bring benefits to
all existing methods for solving IE and IT problems,respectively. It
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of the baseline method
adding different key designs.

Figure 3: SIN performance by history lengths.

shows that our key components will significantly reduce the diffi-
culty of modeling user intentions and obtain better performance.As
we would expect, PI-added models performs best in IE cases and
SE-added models performs best in IT cases,which demonstrates
the effectiveness and universality of SIN components in improving
downstream query recommendation services for IE and IT cases in
e-commerce.

5.5 Hyper-parameter Analysis
In this section,we change the hyper-parameters in SIN to explore
the impact of hyperparametric changes on MMR performance.

5.5.1 Length of user historical sequences. Diverse behavior sequences
express users’ rich historical interests and are an indispensable part
of sequence recommendation in industry.However, too long behav-
ior sequences may bring additional noise signals and mislead the
modeling of real interests. Thus,we study the performance of SIN
on 1688 offline logs under different behavior sequence lengths to
see the impact of the history length on model performances, as
shown in Figure 3. Due to an extensive set of ablations of SIN fitted
in the experiment, and to reduce cost and resource usage, only seen
1688 dataset are used for evaluation throughout the experiment.

Figure 4: The MRR performance of SIN over different num-
bers of embedding dimensions.

Firstly, compared with the query sequence, the clicked item se-
quence is more important for MMR performance. When the length
of the user click sequence is fixed to a small value (e.g. 5), SIN
has a bad performance although the length of the query sequence
is changing.Because in e-commerce, the user’s search behavior is
sparse than the click behavior, thus the intention is not as accurate
as the click behavior. In addition, we can see retrieving either too
short or too long sequences hurts the query prediction. When too
few user behavior elements are retrieved, the personalized effect
is limited and SIN cannot accurately predict user interest.On the
other hand, when too many user interaction behaviors are retrieved,
noise may be introduced and mislead the intention modeling.

5.5.2 Embedding size of prefix. We further inspect the relationships
between MMR performance and the nubmer of prefix embedding
dimensions on 1688 dataset.Specifically,MMR results are recorded
when prefix embedding size changes and other hyper-parameters
remain unchanged. Results are shown in Figure 4,MMR improves
when the embedding dimension increases from a small value with a
peak at the dimension number of 32, indicating that the information
of prefix is continuously enhanced in deep semantics. However,
when the embedding size is further increased,SIN becomes over-
fitted due to the incompleteness and the short length of the prefix.
On the other hand, the effect of SIN on unseen datasets is not as
sensitive to the embedding dimension as seen datasets,suggesting
that prefix can only provide a limited understanding for unseen
queries. Therefore,although the embedding dimension is changing,
no extra deep information can be provided to extract the current
search intention from the prefix.

5.6 Case Study
Real-world QAC systems aim to provide users with personalized and
accurate queries to facilitate user search experience.However, users
have a variety of search habits in e-commerce scenarios,modern
personalized QAC systems cannot analyze the user’s fuzzy inten-
tion, and tend to recommend queries related to products that the
user has clicked before, even if the user’s intention has changed
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Table 3: Top query candidates from MPC,𝑀2𝐴 and SIN for for the same prefix and history behavior. For case IE, the
user has a historical shopping tendency to buy light bulbs, but currently only enters "L", and the prefix received by the
QAC service is ambiguous.SIN models prefix representation and user real-time core interests, and can recommend the
most relevant candidate queries.For case IT,the recent user sequence is all about men’s sports related items, but the
user’s current prefix is男士休闲(men’s casual), which is the shift of existing sports interest.Only 3 top-ranked queries
are shown for brevity,and underlined values denote the golden results.

Case Rank MPC 𝑀2𝐴 SIN
1 LuLu连衣裙(LuLu dress) LED灯具家用(LED lamps

household)
LED灯泡(LED bulb)

IE 2 lv帽子(LV hat) LED灯具(LED lamps) LED灯具(LED lamps)
3 LED灯具(LED lamps) LED灯泡(LED bulb) LED灯具家用(LED lamps

household)
1 男士休闲卫衣时尚(Men’s

casual clothes fashion)
男士休闲跑鞋运动(Men’s
casual running shoes sports)

男士休闲鞋(Men’s casual shoes)

IT 2 男士休闲套装(Men’s casual
suit)

男士休闲运动背包(Men’s
casual sports backpack)

男士休闲跑鞋运动(Men’s
casual running shoes sports)

3 男士休闲裤(Men’s casual
pants)

男士休闲鞋(Men’s casual shoes) 男士休闲运动鞋(Men’s
casual sports shoes)

significantly.As presented in Table 3, 1) For case IE, the QAC sys-
tem needs to provide a recommendation list when the user only
inputs “L”.However,previous personalized models are difficult to
give accurate results when the user’s input words are equivocal.SIN
captures the relationship between prefix and historical behavior
sequence, and has achieved extraordinary results compared with
traditional methods. 2) For case IT, when the user enters男士休
闲(men’s casual) after clicking (or purchasing) men’s sports goods,
the current immediate intention is contrary to the “sports” inten-
tion of historical shopping. MPC recommends the hottest query,
andM2A recommends the user’s historical preference query, but
ignores the current intention transfer. SIN can model the user’s
interest shift and recommend the query that meets the “casual”
preference. Therefore, we conclude that the SIN model can more
efficiently model users’ real interests and alleviate IE/IT problems
effectively.

5.7 Online Serving & A/B testing
A careful A/B testing was performed on the search display system
of 1688 website. From July 2023 to September 2023, SIN improved
CTR by 12.9% compared with the traditional baseline model. In
addition, SIN increased search unique visitors(UV) by 17.5%. This
shows the effectiveness and practicability of the proposed method.
Now SIN has been deployed in 1688 search engine and serves the
main traffic everyday.

In commercial search engines, it is very important for QAC sys-
tem to quickly respond to user requests. However,heavy neural
models are facing the pressure of difficult online deployment. The
adoption of the following technologies plays an important role
in the online deployment and helps SIN achieve service response
within 10ms.1)User Sequence Filtering:SIN models a variety of user
behavior sequences to achieve accurate personalization. To reduce
calculate consumption of SIN for a variety of historical sequences,
we filter the user sequence and only retain the items and queries
related to the current search intention. In this way,sequence model-
ing consumption is saved and the similar model performance can be

obtained. 2) Request batching: adjacent service requests are merged
into one batch for online inference to ensure the best utilization
of GPU computing resources. Online serving of SIN benefits a lot
from the above methods.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel QAC framework,namely Search
Intention Network (SIN), to solve the key problems of contemporary
QAC systems - intention equivocality(IE) and intention transfer(IT).
To ensure flexible personalization and remarkable effectiveness, we
design a present search intention model to representate current
interest state with more supervision and an reformulation encoder
to encode a variety of behavior sequences.To bridge the existing gap
between current intention and the history, we utilize an intention
evolution inferencer to learn users’ intention shift. The performance
on offline benchmark dataset and long-term online A/B testing have
proved the advantages of SIN in intention understanding.SIN has
been deployed in the search system of 1688 website and undertakes
the responsibility of providing users with more accurate queries to
refine users’ search needs.
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